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US Futures-World Markets: IPO December continues today with Airbnb pricing their shares at $68 a share. 
DoorDash? What can I say? Goldman Sachs priced the deal at $102 per share after an initial range of $45-$50. 
It opened at $182!! A sign of speculative excess or retail traders smarter than everyone else? We’ll find out 
soon enough. Facebook in the news as NY’s Attorney General looks for some headlines. I’m not a fan of 
Facebook in any way, but the lawsuit looks like a joke to me. They want to roll back the acquisitions of 
WhatsApp and Instagram after the fact? “Shirley you can’t be serious?” https://bit.ly/3oCiYwj  FB has major 
privacy issues to address, but this doesn’t seem like a logical way to address antitrust reforms. As for choking 
competition, of course they do. It’s THEIR platform, that THEY built. Negotiations over a stimulus package 
never cease. Maybe politicians really enjoy negotiating? Like I’ve said, wake me up when they sign a deal. S&P 
Futures vs. Fair Value: -7.20, 10-Yr Yield: 0.925%. 
 
CORE Headlines: 

 The U.S. Senate is expected to vote as early as Thursday on a one-week extension of federal 
government funding to provide more time for legislators to work out a larger spending package 
including coronavirus relief, if lawmakers can reach a deal after months of argument.-Reuters 

 Global stock markets cratered when the first wave of Covid-19 infections shut economies around the 
world. The current wave by some measures is worse, but markets have barely shrugged.-WSJ 

 While researchers haven’t found serious safety issues with two vaccines that are expected to be 
authorized for emergency use, the shots might come with possible side effects including fever, 
fatigue, headache and arm pain.-WSJ  

 Japan plans to develop its own missiles capable of reaching North Korea, part of a defense buildup 
that would give Tokyo the ability to strike if it anticipates an attack from Pyongyang.-WSJ 

 China declared victory in its campaign against online peer-to-peer lenders, with the country’s top 
banking regulator saying the risky financing sector has been zeroed out.-WSJ 

 In an opinion piece, former Treasury secretary Henry Paulson says that China wants to be the world’s 
banker, and that the US is in danger of losing its dominant leadership position in global financial 
services.-WSJ (China wants to be the world’s everything) 

 Joe Biden’s transition announced that his son, Hunter, is being investigated for his taxes by the US 
attorney’s office in Delaware, after being the focus of Republican complaints during the campaign for 
business dealings in China and Ukraine, for which he wasn’t charged.-USA 

 Apple will implement new rules for iOS app developers, which will impede them from tracking user 
information without their consent, part of Apple's App Tracking Transparency framework with iOS 
14.(Amen!!) 

 A survey from The Associated Press-NORC Center for Public Affairs Research shows about a quarter of 
US adults aren’t sure if they want to get vaccinated against the coronavirus, and another quarter say 
they won’t.-NYP (“More for me and you”-Chazz https://bit.ly/33ZrQEw ) 

 Morgan Stanley Chief James Gorman said the bank has committed $2M to keep the city’s street 
vendors afloat on top of a $375,000 donation from the Robin Hood Foundation, founded by hedge 
funders like Paul Tudor Jones. -NYP 
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 Few workers have been hit harder by the pandemic than the roughly 10 million people employed by 
restaurants at the start of the year— the industry shed close to half those jobs in March and April, and 
was still down almost 1.5M as of October.-NYT 

 Amid a major surge in coronavirus hospitalizations, Los Angeles county’s health department banned 
outdoor dining again, but some officials are fighting back, and a few areas are voting to form health 
departments so they can make their own rules.-NYT 

 German chancellor Angela Merkel said the country must enter a hard lockdown before Christmas to 
curb the spread of the coronavirus as the number of cases—and deaths—rise dramatically during the 
current surge.-FT 

 In what amounts to a “red line” in trade negotiations with the European Union, UK prime minister Boris 
Johnson warned that Britain will never accept automatic trade sanctions if the country fails to mirror 
future EU rules, and said fair competition has become central to the fate of the trade talks.-FT 

 Minneapolis City Council votes to cut $8 mln from police budget despite historically high crime rates in 
the city.-WaPo 

 
Interesting Reads/Charts: 

 Yahoo: Million-dollar home buying soars with US rich on shopping binge https://yhoo.it/3m2to6O  
 CNBC: Green hydrogen is back, but still hurdles to overcome https://cnb.cx/33XbtrP  
 Axios: More details on Chinese spy gaining access to California politics https://bit.ly/2JHRO8F (thx 

Dean) 
 
Charts from The Daily Shot: 
 
Job openings firmed up in October. 

 
  

• Demand for factory workers hit a new high. 
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• Healthcare vacancies continue to strengthen. 
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• However, job openings in retail have been moderating. 
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Post-Thanksgiving mortgage activity remained robust. 

• House purchase applications: 
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• Refinance applications: 
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Consumer confidence among higher-income Americans is recovering. That’s not the case for those in 
the lower-income brackets. 

 
Source: Morning Consult   Read full article    

Office occupancy: (scary chart with major implications) 

 
Source: @bopinion   Read full article    
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• Restaurant reservations: 

 

h/t @LizAnnSonders    
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Here is BofA’s chart showing the recent spike in call option volume. 

 
Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @BofAML    
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The value vs. growth relative ETF flows have been unprecedented. 

 
Source: @ISABELNET_SA, @BofAML    
 
Flows into thematic strategies have been massive. The ARK Innovation ETF (ARKK) daily volume is 
approaching $1 billion, placing it in the top 1% of ETFs by volume in recent trading. (It helps that the 
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ETF is +139% YTD.) 

 
Source: @EricBalchunas    
 
It’s been a tough week for cryptocurrencies. 

 
Source: FinViz    
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Tether’s daily transaction volume is now higher than Bitcoin. (Tether is a “stablecoin,” which is meant 
to be “pegged” to the dollar and is often used as a form of cash in crypto trading.) 

 
Source: Messari    
 
US lumber prices have roared back. 

 
  
Apple’s market cap as a share of the S&P 500 is now significantly higher than the whole energy 
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sector. 

 
Source: Gavekal     
 
Reasons for working from home: 

 
Source: @business   Read full article    
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Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting or other professional expert advice. 
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not 
indicative of future results. 
 
Nicholas Lampone 
Dalzell Trading 
Principal & Director of Trading 
Direct: 617-340-5316 
Main: 617-340-5313 
Cell:    267-980-3481 
Five Neshaminy Interplex 
Suite 307 
Trevose, PA 19053 
nlampone@dalzelltrading.com 
http://www.dalzelltrading.com/ 
 
 
 


